ABSTRACT

Binary code authorship identification is the task of determining the authors of a piece of binary code from a set of known authors. Modern software often contains code from multiple authors. However, existing techniques assume that each program binary is written by a single author. We present a new finer-grained technique to the tougher problem of determining the author of each basic block. Our evaluation shows that our new technique can discriminate the author of a basic block with 52% accuracy among 282 authors, as opposed to 0.4% accuracy by random guess, and it provides a practical solution for identifying multiple authors in software.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Authorship identification is the task of determining the authors of a computer program from a set of known authors. This task has significant application to forensics of malicious software (malware), detecting software plagiarism, and identifying untrusted software components in the software supply chain. Compared to source code authorship identification [5, 6, 8, 12, 17, 30], binary code authorship identification [2, 7, 28] can be applied under broader scenarios, such as when the source code is not available, which is often the case of handling malware, proprietary software, and legacy code, or when only a code byte stream is discovered in network packets or memory images.

Current software is often the result of team efforts. Open source and proprietary software often contains code from multiple authors. Even malware development has become similar to normal software development, evolving from an individual hacking to cooperation between multiple authors [10, 20, 26]. Malware writers share functional components and adapt them [18, 22, 23, 29], by forming co-located teams [19] or through the Internet [1, 4, 16]. This trend requires authorship identification techniques to recognize multiple authors within a binary and understand their contributions.

However, existing techniques have assumed that each binary is written by a single author [2, 7, 28]. When applied to multiple author binaries, they can identify at most one of the multiple authors or report a merged group identity, making it difficult to detect the presence of multiple authors and detect plagiarized or untrusted code when it consists of only a small fraction of the whole binary.

We present a new fine-grained technique to identify multiple authors in a program binary. Our idea is to identify a reasonable unit of code that can be attributed a single author. We then divide a program binary into smaller pieces and determine the author of each unit of code. The most obvious candidates for the unit of code are the function and basic block. When making this granularity decision, we consider two factors: how well a unit of code can be attributed to a single author and whether it contains sufficient information for attribution. For the first factor, we conducted an empirical study on several open source projects, including Apache HTTP Server [3], Dyninst [24], GCC [13] and other projects from Github. Our study shows that 88% of basic blocks have a major author who contributes more than 90% of the basic block, while only 67% of functions have such a major author, supporting using the basic block as the unit of code. For the second factor, we designed a set of new basic block level code features, covering code properties such as control flow and data flow. In addition, we designed a new type of code features, context features, to summarize the context of the function or the loop to which the basic block belongs. We evaluated our new technique on a data set derived from the open source projects used in our empirical study. The results show that our new technique can identify the author of a basic block with 52% accuracy among 282 authors.

2. RELATED WORK

Existing techniques for binary code authorship identification [2, 7, 28] share a common workflow and have four major steps: (1) designing a large number of binary code features to capture programming styles, (2) extracting the defined features and converting a program binary to a feature vector by using binary code analysis tools such as Dyninst [24] and IDA Pro [14], (3) determining a small set of features that are indicative of authorship by using feature selection techniques such as ranking features based on mutual information be-
tween features and authors [28], and (4) applying supervised machine learning techniques such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) [9] and Random Forests [15], to learn the correlations between features and authorship. We discuss the features used in existing techniques and their evaluation results.

Existing binary code features are extracted at the function and block level and then accumulated to the program level. Block level features include byte N-gram [7, 28], instruction idioms [2, 28], and library call targets [28]. We will include these features when working at the basic block level. Function level features include Graphlets [28, 7], which represent subgraphs of the control flow graph (CFG) of a function, and register flow graphs [2], which perform backward slicing on the registers in all cmp and test instructions and convert each slice to a hash value. We cannot directly reuse these function level features, so need new basic block level features to capture code properties such as control flow and data flow.

Previous projects have evaluated their techniques on single author programs. Rosenblum et al. [28] used features that described instructions, control flow, and library call targets, reporting 51% accuracy for classifying 191 authors on -O0 binaries. Caliskan et al. [7] added data flow features, improving this accuracy to 63% for classifying 191 authors on -O0 binaries, and 61% for classifying 100 authors on -O2 binaries.

3. OUR APPROACH

Our new fine-grained technique follows a similar workflow described in the previous section with two key differences. First, we conduct an empirical study on several open source projects to quantify how well functions and basic blocks can be attributed to a single author. Our study supports using the basic block as the unit of code. Second, we design new basic block level code features, enabling authorship identification at the basic block level.

3.1 Determining the Unit of Code

In this study, we derive the authors and their contribution percentages for each function and basic block from the development history of open source projects. The more the major author contributes, the better the code can be attributed to a single author. Our approach to derive author contribution percentages is to first use git-author [21] to calculates a vector of author contribution percentage for each line of code, compile the source with debugging information using GCC 4.8.5 with -O2 optimization, map each machine instruction back to source lines, and accumulate machine instruction authorship to the basic block and function level.

Our study shows that 85% of the basic blocks are written by a single author and 88% of the basic blocks have a major author who contributes more than 90% of the basic block. On the other hand, only 56% of the functions are written by a single author and 67% of the functions have a major author who contributes more than 90% of the function. Therefore, the function as a unit of code brings too much imprecision, so we use the basic block as the unit for attribution.

3.2 New Code Features

Existing basic block level features miss several important properties of machine instructions, such as instruction prefixes, operand sizes, and operand addressing modes, and do not capture code properties such as control flow and data flow. We design new basic block level features to cover these missed code properties. We also design context features to summarize the context of the function or the loop to which the basic block belongs. Our new features are summarized in Table 1. Here, we focus on CFG edges and context features.

To capture control flow at the basic block level, we design features that describe the incoming and outgoing CFG edges of a basic block in three dimensions: (1) the control flow transfer type (such as conditional taken, conditional not taken, direct jump, and fall through), (2) whether the edge is interprocedural or intraprocedural, and (3) whether the edge goes to unknown control flow target such as unresolved indirect jumps or indirect calls.

Context features capture the intuition that the context of a basic block such as the loop and the function to which the basic block belongs may affect how a programmer writes code. We design features such as loop nesting level and loop size to summarize the context of a basic block.

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

We evaluated our new technique based on a data set that contained 831,372 basic blocks, 170 binaries, and 282 authors. All binaries were compiled by GCC 4.8.5 with -O2 optimization. In practice, we can train separate models for different compilers or optimization levels and then apply compiler provenance techniques [25, 27] to determine which model to use. We used Dyninst [24] to extract code features and Liblinear [11] for training and prediction. We performed the traditional leave-one-out cross validation, where each binary was in turn used for testing and all other binaries were used for training. Each round of the cross validation had three steps. First, each basic block in the training set was labeled with its major author. Second, we selected the top 50,000 features that had the most mutual information with the major authors. Third, we trained a linear SVM and predicted the author of each basic block in the testing set. We calculated accuracy for correctly attributed code bytes and correctly attributed basic blocks. Our new technique achieved 52% average accuracy for both metrics. Our result is comparable to the accuracy reported by the previous projects done at the program level, showing authorship identification is practical at the basic block level and our new technique provides a practical solution for identifying multiple authors.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented our new fine-grained technique to determine the author of a basic block. Our new technique is based on an empirical study that supports using the basic block as the unit for attribution and a set of new basic block level code features. Our evaluation showed that our new technique can identify authors at the basic block level and help analysts perform authorship identification on multi-author software.
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